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I INTRODUCTION 
In an 1nv~st1ga.t1on of the radiations from_Te121 O'Ue.nl 
, 
and Scha.rff-Golc1ho.ber- ha.r1 indicated the p:reaence of Kol 
X-rays of t'\"10 different energies. The higher energy X-r,ay 
was conaidererl to arise from a. transl tion into a K-shell from 
which both electrons are missing. 'lb1s ~~uble hole could be 
ca.used by an internal conversion process wh!ch ejects a. second 
electron from the shell before the electron removed by K-
electron capture is replaced. In that case, the lifetime for 
~-emission of the excited state can be determined in terms of 
the time necossa.ry to fill a hole in the K-shell:1- the latter 
time be1n0 . obtained from the know~ width of X-ray lines. This 
method could. perhp..ps be used for obtaining the 11:.retines of 
some art1f1c1a.l radioactive isotopes whlch deony by K-electron 
capture. 'lhe only known mothoa. for obtaining lifetimes of' 
excitec1 states for d'-emisaion is basec1 on an. analysis of long-
range ci.-part1c1e spectra ana. has therefore only a ver".r limi tea. 
app11cab111 ty. 
Using_ the long-range o('-particle rnethoi::l. the lifetime :f'or 
the emission of' a ~-quantum had previously been determined only 
in th~ cases of t'-70 nuclei. 2 T'n C! and_ Ra C~ 1n '11sintegra tine; 
give o<_-part1cle spe~tra consisting no'f.; on1y of one main group 
but also of groups of higher energy ( l()!lg range _cX-p?rticl~s). 
rt1' l 1 ( o-11 J.ne 1. gher energy g:r'lntp contains a small fraction 1. · to 
io-7). of· the number of part,icles 1n the main group •. Thls_ has 
been interpreted in the following way •. An oC-part1cle will have 
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an energy higher than normal if the nucleus is in an excited 
state ";Then tho emission takeo place~ Assuming that the prod.uct 
nucleus 1a· the same, the additional energy represents the exclta-
tlon of the initial ota.te.; 'lb.ere are then two alternative pro-
cesses for these excited nuclei; on~ is the em1se1on of a t--
quant~, the other is the emission Of ~n ~-partic~e Of abnormally 
high energy~ The ratio of the number _of 'K-rN'a to rd-. -particles 
gl ven off 1 s the ratio of the probab11i ties of emission of these 
particles nnd 1s inversely proportional to the mean. lives• 
fore e. knowledge of the lifetime of the state for cl. -particle 
emission enables one to o.eterrnin:e the_ lifetime of the exc1tec1 
state f"or 'i-em1ss1on since the ratio of the number of particles 
is experimentally lmo·un• The 11fet1mee for the emission of 
d._ -particles may be estima tcd using the formula3 
'to : 
where rci..=,= G e-20 ; t 0 is 1.;he mean lifetime in second.s; 2 rr i; 
is ·the Planck cons1;ant; G 1a t.fie 11 c:<-onrticle r1idth \'lithout 
barriern and is assumed equal to 1 volt; c lo the penetrability 
exponent and can be theoretically a.pproximat.ed in terms of the 
nuclear ch.urge, the veloc1 ty of the o<.-particle and the nuc1€nr 
radius• '11he mean lifetimes of the exci tea stfJ.tes for '<{-emission 
calculated on tIJ+s be.sis vary from 3 to goo x 10-13 sec.} 
Houever these calculations appear to be biased in favor of the 
long lived states whore long range el.-em1ss1on is more prominent .. 4 
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1l'he 1eotope used in the development of this nevr method is 
. m 121( ) I t the radioactive tollur1um isotope le 125 c1 • t can be mos· 
conveniently produced by an Sb121Cd, 2n) reaction. This isotope 
was originally investigated by See.berg, Li v1ngooi:1, and Kennedy 1 5 
who found a complex radiation of electrons end 1-r.ays. From 1 ts 
absorption 1n lead, they gave _an approximate energy of D.5 Mev 
to the hal".dest X-ray. 1rh1s, they thought, :x>uld be attributed. · 
to annihilation ra_d1ation though they did not observe positron 
. emi ss1on. The re la.ti ve abundance of the stable isotopes 1h this 
region. and other methods of obtAining Te121 are ahorm in Table I 
TABLE I 
Z/li 11S 119 120 121 122 123 121~ 125 
Sn 22~5 9.g 2~.5 5.5 6.g 
50 
·sb 56 41+ 51 c.i,i..i !cp,,,) 
Te 2t;ft 2.9 .:t. 6 11 .• 5 6.o 52 
o•Neal , ' 1 ana·Scharff-Gold.haber used n cr1 tice.J. absorption6 
and 11 fluorescenco method11 to determine if a.-cha.racterlatic X-
rad1at1on is. g1 ven off. They discovered a strong absorption in 
silver, small absorption in indium and tin and an inte1~me{11!.lte 
absorption in cadmium. The K absorpt~on. limits and the position 
of the X-rnys. can be seen in Fig. 1. 
pected prcsenc~ of antimony X-ra.ys .• 
. 
This indicates the ex-
. . 
However the absorption irt 
cadmium is str<:>nger than would be expected if these. wel"(3 the only 
X-rays; therefore there must be X-rays of shorter wave-length 
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present. They interpr•eted the latter as d.ue to a transition in 
the antimony atom a:fter both !\-electrons haf.I been removed, one 
by K~electron capture and the other by a succeeding internal 
conversion of a 'ti-ray. Such n transition ~ould lead to an X-ray 
s~tell~ te of higher energy ·bec9.use of the reduced sc1"eening when 
a K-electron is rn1sE;1ng. This explanation, 1f proven correct, 
would. set an upper limit :f'or the lifetime "'of the excfted state 
em1 tt1ng the ¥-r&.y, since the 11f etlrue for X-ray ern1ss1on ls known 
to be about 16-16 sec. An isomeric transi't1on in tellurium oould 
also account for. the observed X-ray. However ~hey rul~<l oU.t the 
possibility of such an isomeric transition with a daughter product 
hav~ng n l}nlf li_fe gre~ter than 1 min. 01 .. less tho.n 1 yr. ). hall' 
life less than 1 min. ~s unlikely fol'' 1 t r:ould mean positron 
emission, which was not obn~rved. 'rhe poss1b111ty of an isomeric 
trans1 tion preceding tbf) K-electron capture \7hlch would lead to . 
a. d.0,ughter product \71 th a p01·ioa. greater than 1 yr. could not be 
el lmina t ed. 
Hales s,nd Jordan7, while 
12lt-
a sample o~ Sb conta1r1ine 
investigating the i-ray spectrum of 
121 
Te , found two internal conversion 
electrons which they attributed to thia tellurium isotope. The 
'6 -ray energies asqociatea with these electrons v!ere given as 230 
and 640 Kev. The lowest energy t'-ray which they would. have been 
g 
able to observe ·~va.s abou1; 125 Kev. 
Cork and Kent9 investigated. a tellurium sample separeJ;(?d from an-
timony bombaraea. with deuterons and found two Y-r,;;.ys of 211 a.no. 615 Kev 
energy which agree well w1 th the previous vmrk" In addition they found 
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four other 1-raye of lower energy, $2 1 SS, 137 .e.nd 157 Kev. Cor1t 
and Kent also give a. 30 d.ay period for this tellurium 1~otope which 
is in marked c.11sa.greement w1 th the work o:f the previously men-
~ 
tioned observers •.. A possible explanation for this shorter period 
and the additional t-rays le the presence of an impurity of a 
per1oc1 less than 39 ar.ws, the combination then giving the ap-
parent 30 day perioc1 anfl the lorrnr energy ¥'-rays. 
The p1~oblem set for this thesi.s wn.a threefold! 
I. To determine the level scheme for the decay of 
Te121 into Sb121 by K-eleotron capture. The number of {-rays 
betr.1een 10 and 1000 Kev ancl their energies ivere to be determined. 
In the event that the presence of more than one '{.;.ra.y was ve1"i-
fied., coincidence mce,surements wore to be ma.de to determine 
whether the 't-rRYS were succesai ve or. independent tranal t1ons. 
II. To strengthen the hypothesis that the se.te111 te 
line previously observed1 arose from a transition from the L-shell 
into a doubly ionized K-shell. To do this it 'ire.a nece'ssa.ry to 
eliminate three other possible explana.t1ons. 
1. The satollite accompanies an internal con-
version electron emi ttecl :tn an isomeric . ~rnnsi tion. If this were 
true then the antimoi:iy X-rey B.nr1 the tellu~1um X-ray wou.1d be 
independent. Therefore the existence of .. coincidences between· the 
tvro X-rays of different energies would. elil!_!int:t.te this hypothesis. 
· 2. A f-ray nearly identical ~n energy 11ith that 
of a te+lurlum Kc<. X-rny ( 2-1. 3 Kev) is given off in the decay 
process. Two ci:.ses were to be cons1derea. 
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a., The 27 Kev t -ray precedes or follows a Y-ray that 
is partially internally convertecl. If the 27 Kev ra<lia tion co-
incided with the internal conversion electron but not with the 
corresponding '1-ra:y, this posaib111ty would be excluded .•. 
b. Te1'
21 
cleca.ys to tYro nuclm1r levels of' Sb121 of 
about the same energy. From one of these levels it goes to the 
ground state by means of a o'-re.y which is not internally con-
vert;ea.. From the other level it goes to the grouno sta.te by a 
27 Kev 't -ray anc1 another t-rn.y which is nearly completely in-
. . 
ternally converted. .This differs from case a. in that the 
27 Kev 'I -ray would coincide vri th the internal conversion electron 
and not with 1•he ~-ray o'f about the same energy. However in 
such a construction there would be triple coincidences betv1een 
the 27 Kev '6-ray, the X-ray arlsins from K-electron captul"'e, a:nc1 
the X-ray resulting from the internal conversion process. The 
absence of such triple co1nc1c1ences would eliminate this 
hypothea1s • 
. 3· 11\70 eloctrons are ejected simultaneously from the K-
shell by a hitherto unobserved. type of internal conversion. 'I'h1s 
hypothesis woul<l require that t;'i!o electrons and. three X-rays \'1ould 
coincide. The absence Of electron - electron and X x - x 
coincidences would maJ:::e thin hypothesis impossible. 
' 
III. After excluding the nltcrnP..tive explanations given in 
II, to determine from which trans11;1on the doubly ionizecl K-shell 
arises.· 'Ibis is established by showing with which internal con-
version .electron the satellite line coi11ci<les. 
- - ---------------~=---~--
_g,... 
i.lhis experimental verification of the O'Nenl-Scharff-Goldhaber 
interpretation required. the measurement o:r co1nc1dencee of a tY1;>e 
which had. previously not been studied! X-X, X-electron and. X-X-
electron coincidences. ~"he methods developed for this pu1"!)ose 
should prove useful in the 1nveatig~ ti on of t'-ray lifetimes of 
other artificial re.dioact1 ve isotopes which <"1ecay by K-electron 
capture. 
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II CHE!.iICAI. SEPARATION OF THE ~'EL!JURIU!.i FROM ANTIMONY 
The tellurium was seunrated from a. sample of antimony which 
.. . .... . . - _, 
had been bombarded ~1th deuterons in a cyclotron. Two samples of 
different ages w~re available; one from the BerkeJey cyclotron bom-
barded November 1942, the other was me.de here by W. E. Ogle 1n 
11a.rch i91µ.t. F'or reasons wh1ch will be given later, it was <1e-
s1ra.ble to keep these t'rlo samples separate. 
The separation of' tellurium from antimony was baaecl in part 
upon a. tech_n1que given ·1.1y Noyea.10 'lbe procedure is as follows: 
'l'o 1 grnm of irradiated Sb add 20 mg. of K2Teo3 e.s a 
carrier. Add 5 gr. of KC103 and 40 cc. of 20~ HCl and 60 co-
H20. Digest at the bo111ng point till the tellurium salt is com-
pletely dissolved. Acld an excess of saturatet'l so2 water and N2H4 • 
2HC1. Keep warm until tellurium metal precipitates. Filter. Wash 
the precipitate till the wnsh water gives a negative test for 
chloride; this serves t9 remove _any ant1mony chlorla.e which might 
be occluded in the tellurium residue. T'aen wash vri th alcohol to 
hasten d.rying. The filtrate ffiflY still contnin some tellurium. 
Since 1 t was nlao necessnrj,. to mn..ke certain that only. a neg:tigible 
a.mount of radioe.otive tellurium remained in the antlmqny fi'.}.trate, 
the above proceclure was repeated several t:tmes untll lese than 
.01;~ of the original tellurium wa.s left behinii.. Then H2s _was 
bubbled. through the wnrm f11 tra.te precipi tat1ng the antimony no 
sulphide •. 
Each prec1p1 tation is over 90~~ efficient in removing the 
radioactive tellurium f~Jm the antimony. The efficiency can be 
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increased by using more tellurium salt ae carrier. Since for our 
purpose 1 t was desirable to have the r£u1ioac~1 ve tellurium of as 
high apecii'lc activity as possible, only small quantities of 
tellurium were a(lded as carrier. 
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III APPAHATUS 
The ci1~cui ts employed consist of a regulated high voltage 
11 . 
supply . giving a maximum vol ta.r~e of 1$00 vol ts; three one tube 
vol ta.ge ~tabi11zers11 which supply the voltage to the int11v1dual 
circuits; three Geiger counter quenching circuits follovred by 
amplifiers ancl pulse sharpeners and Jeadlng into a Rossi coinci-
deno.e clrcui t and into n thyratron -cype record.lng c1rou1 t con-
structed Ei,fter the design of Weber12; a multlvibrator pulse 
. . . 13 
sharpener; a Re1ch sea.le o:f 16 circuit; ·a.no. ·a recording c1rcui t 
using 6V6 pentodes" The circu1 t difl.t_::;r,')llls for the Weber circuit 
and ror the one tube stabilizers will be found in Figure 2• Dy 
making one; two or three tubes of the Rossi stage non-conducting, 
the circuit could be used for single, double or triple coinc1-
a.ence work respectively. Whenever it was necessary to deternine 
the single counting rate, the pulses were fed from the plate of 
the SSS tubes of the Vleber c1rcu1 t into the mul tiviln•ator pulse 
sharpener e.nd :C'2*0m thet"e into the Reich scaling c1rcu11i• 
Single counting rates up to 6000 rnn_~om counts pel" minute 
Vlere recorded w1 thout loua of counts, as vras checJted by showing · 
tha.t the total counting rate rocord.ed in a single counter was the 
., ..... 
sum of the 1nd1 v1dua.1 counting· rates from tvi.9 independent sources~ 
Since t.he coincidence rRten did not exceed 20 counts per minute, 
it was unnecessary to check the output of the Weber circuit for 
linearity• 
'l"he resolving time o'f the coinc1d.ence c1rcu1 t was 7 .2 x 
-6 
10 sec. 
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T'ne counter arrang;ement for c1.ouble co inclc1ences 1 a sho:"Tll 
in Fig. 3. The counters were mounted in aluminum holders scre~ed 
onto a wooden boarrJ.. 'I'he tellurium sample v.ras placed in a. 1t in. 
hold in a lead sheet ~/16 in. thick, 5 in. high and 12 ln. long. 
This lead snmple holder was placed in a. fixed posi t1on bet\-7ecn tha 
counters. Ii1or the X-X, ancl the x-£ colncid.ence work the distance 
bet"Ween the centers of' the counters was 1-3/l~ in. For the other 
1:1orlt this distance variecl from 1-1/4 to 2-1/4 in. 
F'or triple coincidence -work 1;wo counters we-re mounted on 
the board in the a.luminwn holc1.ers which were 2-J./4- in. apart. The 
third counter \7as fastened to the boa.rd bt;?t'neen the other t·no 
counters and 1 in. belo·;1 t.11.em. 
F1or the determination of the absorption coefficients the 
strongest tellurium source ava.ils.ble was placed in a hole 1 in. in 
diameter ana 2-1/l~ in. 1n depth in a large lead block. For ea.c.rr 
experiment the counter was mounted clo_se enough to the hole to give 
a suitable counting rate. 
Different counters were used for detecting internal con-
version. electrons 1 X-rays, a.ml ¥-rays. To detect the lowest energy 
internal conversion electrons a cylindrical brass counter 5/S in. 
in diameter we.s userl. This had_ a cellopho.ne vrindow 1/4 iri. high 
extending half way around the counter. 1'he celloohane wns .001 
'· 
in. thick and. was be.cJted. by three equally spaced brass ribs 1/6t~· 
in. rrlcie. A thin walled counte1., matte by Eck and. Krebs '.7as used 
to detect the higher energy internal conversion electrons. For 
X-ray detection ·special counte:rs were made by electroplating gold., 
.-15-
Fir.;ure 3 
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I COUNTER B 
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ail ver or cadmium on copper mesh cy1innr1cal cathodes. The 
cathodes were 5/S 1n ~ 1n die.mater .anrl 3 :tn. long. The average 
· th1c1mess of the copper mesh was 15 rng/cm2 • _ The gold. was electro-
. 2 
plated to an average thickness of 10 mg/cm ; the silver and cad-
2 
mium were each electroplated to an e.verage thickness of 20. mg/cm • 
The sil vor plated counters were not e.s sens1 t1 ve as the gold 
plated ones! The cadmium plated counters were more specific than 
the gold plated counters for detectlng the sn.telli te X-rny 1 (see 
Fig. 4), but :for gene1•al work the gold plated counters proved to 
be more stable and. therefore were used most extensively for X-ray 
wo.rk. For 'i-rey dotectlon a counter with u 30 rri.g/cm2 gold foi1 
cathode, 2 in.- in· circumference a.ml 1~ in. long was used .. 
All counters TI'ere outgassed for• several hours at n pres-
sure less than 10""4 r.m1. of mercury. They were then filled with 
111-
the 'l'rost mixture of J.0 cm. argon and 1 cm. ethyl alcohol! The 
Eck and Krebs colZlter he.d a plo.tes.u at lea!Jt lrno volts l~ng; the 
gold,.pla ted counters' plateaus were al:iout 125 volts long; the 
other counters usQd ha.d plateaus · approxim.9. tely TS vol ta in length. 
'l'he geriera.2 ata.b111ty of the c1rcu1ta vms such that a. 
counter with a i'lat plateau of 25 - 50 volt;J was usgble • 
. After conaioe1•nb1e use some of the counters lost their 
plateau chare.cterifj~1cs. They vmu1c:1 recove1"' if they v-rere again 
evacuated and refilled. 
! : 
r 
~~·· ---
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IV RADIATIONS FROM Te121 AND THEin ENERGIES 
121 Two sources of Te of different ages \7ere nv~ila.ble. One 
sample ':las made in th~ Berki;;lev cyclotron by deuteron bombardment 
of antimony during.November 1942 and tho other by the same method 
in the Univers~ty of Illinois cyclotron during March 2944. In 
April 1944 absorption curves in aluminum ana. 1 ea.d were taken fo1., 
ea.ch source. ~e shapes of these curves were 1d.ent1ce.1.. If there 
were. any app:t'ec1able. '1-ray acti.vi ty corresponrling to the 30. day 
pe1;'1od assigned.. by Cork a,nd Kent, then the younger sample sh9u.ld 
have shorm the adc11 tional 't-ray energies of $2, SS, 137 and 15$ 
Kev. 
121 
Te emits internal conversion electrons; X-rays, encl Y-rnys. 
An nppro.x1mn.te determination of the energy or the moat energetic 
electrons emitted was made by absorption in carbon. A thin tel-
lurium source 3/fJ in. in cliameter. was mountea. in a horizontal 
position. ~"he rri~aow of the cellophane counter was placed 2 in. 
,,.. ' •' . 
above it and 9arbon_absorbers ~ero interposea. ~be mayjmum range 
of the electron~. was 270 :t 10 mg/cm2 of carbon.. The cellophane 
window was 0.001 in. thick, corresponding to no more than 
. 2 
5 me/cm • '£his glvee a value of 650 Kev as the ·approximate 
energy, of the n;ost. energetic electror.ie. 'i1h1s type of exptJriment 
was not suitable for detec~ing t~e lower ener,gy .elcmtrons. How-
ev~r. lcm energy Y-rays, from 6 to 27 Kev would have been de-
teated. 
In the '.experiments to cletermine the X-ray energies, several 
.. 
I, 
I 
II 
I 
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different counters and cadmium, s1J.ver, and lead absorbers VIere 
us.ed. 1l'ho source was placed ':"Ji thin the hole 1n the large lead 
block~ 'lhe beam waa further c~llimated w1 th 1EHlcl• The counter 
vras plaoecl 111 th its axis perpenoJ.cula.r to the hole at a d.1ata.11ce 
of about 6 in. from the source. At all .·'times a 55 mg/ cm2 tin 
:q.iter wa~. usecl• This reduced the JC t?. conipo~H?~ts of tbe. X-rays 
to 67~ while the K« componcn ts were reduoc~d only to 607t o'f their 
original 1ntens1 ty • All cut•ves Y1ero follov.red to a thickness of 
absorber sufficient to e11m1nate X-rays SR that one ~as able to 
subtract the J'~rny act1vi ty from .the total act1v1 ty • A sheet o:f 
aluminum sufficient to cut out o.11 1ntemal conversion electrons 
was placed between counter and a.boorber; The x~ray abso:rption 
coeffic1ents obtnine<l are gl ven in Table rr~ The X-ray o.bsorot1on 
. . -
curves for cadmium nrn:.1 oilver absorbers s.re {f,iven .ln Fig~ l~ ancl F.tg.-
5. 
TAB!J!! II 
Counters Absorption Coeff1o1ents 
2 
cm /gm Pb cm 
2 
/gm Ag cm2 /gm ca 
Ag pl;;i.ted 35 4-3 llt 
;6 
Au plated 3$ 43 10 
57 
ca plated 50 J.6 
50 
The abso1->ption 1n lend lndlco.tea ~he pres~nce of X-rays of 
27± 2 Kev energy. The strong absorption in silver shows that: 
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these ·X-rays have an energy greater than 25~5 Kev, the K-abeorption 
edge for s11yer. {See Fig,. 6). The absorption 1n cadmium 1ndicntea 
two X-rays, one above the K-tlbsorpt1on ede;e of cadmium and the 
other below it. (See Fig. 7). '111e lower energy ro.d1e.t1on is the 
expected an tlmony X-ray; the hif!-;her 1s attributed to n 11 Te-li1ten 
satellite.of Sb. 
From Fig. 4a, it can be seen that the relative intensity of 
the antimony to the satellite component is 1100 to 570 counts per 
minute. Since a tin :filte:;- ~:ms used, this ratio must be corrected 
for the different absorption of' the two KO(. components 1n that ma-
terial and nlso f'or the fnct tha.t; thie filter reduced the K13 
components only to 6% of their original intensity. {See Fig .. g). 
The first correction subtracts 17 counts per minute from the 570 
counts per minute, and the secona correction subtracts 43 ~aunts 
per minute more~ ~bcn these corrections are made the ratio of 
the intensities is:: 
Ko< se. i;elli te 
Kcl e.n timony 
= 
t110 
1100 ~ -
6 
13 
The '/.-ray determlnations were made using- several different 
counters and ctbsorbers.. '!'he counters have been d.escrlbed in the 
discussion of appe.ratus,. V1ben lead o.ncl silver absorbers were 
used, the geometry YlaS the snme a.a for the X-ray \'Tork. For 
another 1nvestlga t.!on rne~auremen ts w1 th tin absorbers were 
necensa.ry .• 15 In. order to improve the seometry in these exp~rl­
. m~nts, the counter was placed coaxial v11 th the hole in the lead 
bloclt '\"lhich conto.1nec1 the source,. 
0 
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Tb.e e.bsorption cvrvea for leo.d are given in Fig~·· 9 ~ Fig~ 10 
shows the d.ependence of mass absorption coefficient on 't-ray energ-y 
in lead~ tli1e vnlues of the liW.ss absorption coefficients am1 the 
corresponding energies for the c1.eterm1na.t1ons m.a.cle with the 
several counters are given in Tnble III~ 
TABLE III 
Counters Absorb ors 
Pb Ag I Sn I 2 . Energy ~ .,.. 
cm
2 /gm/ 
Enerf,$ 21 t::.nerfzy I cm /gm Kev cm gm Kev Kev 
·Au plntea ,.122 620 
1,.3 218 ~1+5 215 
. 
Ag plated ,.13 600 
1,.3 21S 
. Cu mesh .r; 600 1:.0· 240 
Au :roil ,.34 2i~o 
· .• 35 235 
From on analysis of these curves, one c~.n as~ign to the 
higher energy Y-ray a. ve.J.ue of 610 :t 10 Kev,. 1r!1e lotr energy i..:.ray 
can be aosignad a. value of 225 ± 10 Kev.. The low energy d"-ra.ys 
reported by Cork and Kent rrnre not observed .• 
The en.ere;y det~rm1~n.tiona :tna.tcate the two i'ollovrlng pos"':"' 
s1b111 ties for the levol scheme for Te121,. 
I. 
I 
I 
I: 
~ ~ 
; ~ 
r ) 
~ 
) 
I · 
Scheme I 
--
- 121 'l~ 
--
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-- --K electron capture 
r-
------¥-----__...j~lO Kev 
'l 0 
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' ----~=-- 610 Kev 
/ 
--
m 121 
.1.e 
--- ry 
---- / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ K-electron 
/ capture 
/ 
0 
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V COINCIDENCE MEM:lUREMEt\iTS 
The apparatus uaed for all coincidence rneasurem~nta has al-
ready been described. The arrangement of counters arid source for i, 1 
clouble coincidence 1 s sho'lm in Fit:. 3. Measurements were taken in 
the following way. The counting rates in each counter were de-
. ~ ~-· 
termined before and nf'ter each set of colncid.ence ree,d1ngs. In 
all cases the data ~rerc not considered acceptable unless the rates 
1n each counter before and after the coincidence measurements 
agreed. within statistical 15.mits of error. Most of the coinc1d.enoe 
counts were taken for several hours. . Hmvever, readings were taken 
several times during thi a period and. only . such da. ta. as vrere in-
ternally consistent were considered valid. 
From the coincidence rate thus recordecl two subtractions had 
to be made in order to obtain the true coincidence rate. nhen the 
counters were between t'.'lO a~d four inches apart a.nc1 there vra.s no 
source near them, the background coincld.enc:e rate due to cosm1c 
rays was o.2~.0.03 counts p~r minut~. Thia h~d to be subtracted 
from the total rate. T'ne seoonc1 subtraction is due to chance co-
. . . 
incidences caused by the f1n1te resolving time of the circuit. 
11 The chance coincidence rate, A12 , is given by the relation-
- 2L N 
1 
N 
2 
where r is the re sol v1ng time, a_nd Nl I H2 are the counting rates 
in counters l and 2 respectively. 
The true coincidence rate due to the tellurium radiation is 
obtained by subtraot1ng the num of the coincidence rate due to 
i 
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cosmic rays and the ch;ince coincidence rate from the total ob-
served coinc1a.ence rate. 
For triple colncidnnce measurements the bac'k:ground. (1.ue to 
cosmic rays was 0.056 :':: 0.005 counts per minute .. The number of 
' . 
chance coincidences, A123 , between three counters is given ~oy the 
C!i 11 expres., on 
h r.' 1 th l 1 ti "' I' 1' 111 th ti t·1 ere (, s .e reso. v ng me, an.... 111 , •2 , h 3 are ... _e coun ng 
rates in counters l, 2, and 3 respectively. 
DETERMINATION OF LE'vEl. scm~.m: 
In order to detormlne whether Scheme I or II 1 s correct, a 
search for i-'t co1n~o1d.ences was rri.a.de. For these measurements 
4?0 rng/cm2 of silver and 2go mg/crn2 of aluminum covere(l the 
source. Those a.bE:ol"bed e.11 electrons and red.uced. the X-ray in-
tensity to 0.1;~ i;>f 1ts original value, while reclucing the 225 
Kev t-ray only to s5~s of 1 ts origine.1 value. The t-r . coincidence 
rate per tcounted 111 each count:er vms (0.03± 0.1) io-3. This can 
be compared with the ¥-X co1nc1a.ence rate per X-ray counted. The 
le.tto1:. rate·1s.tho sa.mo n1th1n limits.of. error for both the 610· 
and the 225 Kev (-rays and is equal to (J. .• 2:t .1) 10-3. The 
'{-X/X rate gives the minitlum value. for counting_ efficiency .for "t-
d~te9tion 1n the ~rrangcment used s1nce, aa will be shown la.ter, 
no more· tha~ 1/3 or· the X-rays coincide ..vi th ~-rays.. Therefore 
the number of 'I. per~ is less than 3;6 the number of tper X. It 1a 
' 
. ' 
l 
I . 
t 
I 
i 
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safe to conclude that within limits of experimental error no 
'{.:I, coincidences v10re observc<1 • Therefore Scheme II, in ~hich 
"'" . ' . 
the 225. n~d the 610 Kev tra.ns1 t1ons ar~ il').depenclont, mutually ex-
clusive processes must be the correct one. One must conclu/le that 
in Scheme II, transitions between the 610 and the 225 Kev lev-Sls 
are forbidden since no 225 Kev - 3S5 Kev ¥-ray coincidences were 
observed· Al though a weaJ'= 385 Kev 'I-ray might have been maa}'::ed. 
in absorption measurements, coincidences would have been observed 
if such a transl tion toolc place 1n more than. 5% o'f ell cases. One 
may elso con(}lu~e thn~ no appreo1abJ.e poa1 tron emission takes place 
since 1 t wouJ.a lead to the easily obser'!/a.ble a-¥ coincid.ences be-
t•f1een the annihilation quan te.. 
The poeslb111 ty exists that one cannot detect the forb1{lden 
transition from the 610 Kev to the 225 Kev because it is strongly 
--~. .. "\ 
internally converted. Therefore nn attempt waa mi:t.d.e to d.etect 
co1nc1den.ces between the 225 Kev ( -rf3.Y _ e.nd.. a 3S5 Kev in1;ernal con-
version electron.. This experiment e.lso gave n null result. 
A search was also I!k~d~ for coincidence~ b~tween a 225 Key 
internal conversion electron and the possible 385 Kev internal 
conversion electron but none were found .. 
The co1nc1dence measurements r-;ould indicate that Scheme II ls 
the correct level scheme i'or Te121 • Thie isotope decays by K-
electJ?on capture .. into two diff crent exci tecl states of Sb121 , 
one 610 and tho other 225 Kev above the ground state." Since no 
traris1 t:l.o:µ between these e'~ci ted states is detected., one can 
also uonclude that 1 t is highly :forbid.den. 
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DETEJ1.?..iTI1A 'l'ION OF ORIGIN OF' SATELLITE LTI.JE 
Further coincidence measurements were made which strengthened 
the hypothesis that the sate111 te 11ne obsel"verl in the crltica.l 
absorption measurements is due to a doubly 1on1z e(t IC-shell·~} 
X-X COINCIDENCE! !~iEASUREMENTS: On this hynothesis one WOU1{1 
expect X-ray coincidences between X and x•. From the absorption 
curves in the cr1 t1c.;tl absorption region (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) 1 t 
can be seen that silver absorbs X n.rul X' about equally, while 
ca,lmium absorbs X' more strongly the.n X. 'rherefore s1;ronger 
absorption of the coincidences by ca.cl.'111.um thi:tn. by sl1ver vmuld 
indicate that mo st of the co1nc1(1e11ces are reall.y X-X' co1nc1d.ences. 1 :. 
One of a typical set of such data is given in Table IV. 
The gold plated counters used. in this e"-"PBr1ment hs.a. the same 
eena1 ti vi ty and the source •."fas placed micJ:.;1ay bf1tvreen them, hence 
the cotlllting rates in both counters ;~1ere the s~me. The electrons 
2 
v;ere cut out by 2SO mg/cm aJ.uminum absorbers placed. between the 
counters and the source. 
;~ The follo\7ing notHtion will be used: X is the normal a.nt1rr.ony 
X-ray and X' is the higher energy X-ray .. 
Counter 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
X-ray 
Absorber 
TABLE IV 
Counts per minute 
X-rays Coincidences Chance 
cosmic r.a.,,v 
o I 2500 
0 
Cd 29 mg/cm; I 1400 
Cd 29 ms/ enc 
Cd 29 mg/cm~ I 1400 
Ag 16 mg/cm 
10.05 t . 3 4 .• 70 .± • J. 
5.so± .2 2.so±.1 
6. 35 :t • 2 2.so±. .1 
X-i x - x 
Coincidence 
rate per x-ray 
counted 
H . io3 
x 
2.70±.3 2.65±.5 1.07-.±:.2 
2.50±.2 .50± ·3 .36 ± .2 
2.50±.2 1.05± ·3 ·75-t .. 2 
I 
\.1.1 
·i=" 
l 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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'11he fraction of thE~ colncldences which n.re X'-X/X: and. X-X/X 
ca.n be calculated from the kno1:rn absorption of X and x• in 29 
mg/cm2 cadmium and. the aboo1•ption of the co1nc1dence rate by 
the same thickness of cac1m1um. The result of such a calcula.tion 
gives ( .$0 r .. 2) 10-3 for the X1-X/X rate o.nd ( .27 t .2) 10-3 for 
the X-X/X rate. Another set of dvta :;rras taken to check these 
figures. The absorber on each side of the source in this ex-
periment was 5S nig/cm2 caclmium. 'lbe result of this experiment 
gives (.$3±.2) 10-3 and (.3o:t.2) 10-3 for the X'-X/X and. the 
X-X/X rates respectively, in very good agreement with the previous 
experiment.. After making corrections for the Kil components, the 
ratio of the X'-X/X to X-X/X rates is about 2.3 to 1. 
This proof' that tbe observed coincidences -i,vere mostly X-X' 
coincidences subste.ntiates the 11 double holen hypothesis end e11m1n-
utes the possibility that the sAtel11te is d.ue to an ioomer1c 
trnnsition. 
X-i COINCIDENCE MEti.SUREMEtfTS: Accora.inP: to the O'Nea.1-... 
Sch..q,rff-Goldhaber hypot;hes1s the sate11i te line should not coinclde 
with the t -ray 1 al though the normal e.n timony X-ruy should.. To 
investigate this 1 caclmlum a.nd silver absorbers ;•1ere placed. on 
the side of the X-ray counter. From the reduction in the co-
incidence rate due to the X-ray absorption, the fraction of the co-
inciderice ra.te which is a_ue to X'-~ co1nc1dences can be determined. 
'l'wo typical sets of such dnta are g1ven 1n Table V. 
········-·=~· .. =: ... -~ .. :. ······ ; ... ··--- -- --1 
:I 
Set B 500 c/m 0 3560 2 .oo ! .07 1.10~.1 
Cd 29mg/cm2 J.$60 1.45 :!. • o4 ~·: • 75 ! ~,J, 
... -· ~ ~·· _._,.--' 
Ag _ 16mg/ cm2 .. 11560 i .2s !. .o4 • 75 :!:: ·I 
Set A:. .4 gm/cm2 Ag absorber betv1een Y-ray counter ana. source; 
225 Kev and 610 Kev ~-rays counted· 
X-'t x ... t . . 103 
rate ( 
2 .. 66! .. 17 c/m -1.69 ± .1 
2. 05 :!::. J.4 J.. 31 t . 09 
1 . Ga ±. .14 1 • 07 t .1 
.9o:t.12 1.s ~ .2 
. 70±.1 .1.4t .2 
. 53! .1 -1-06 !. • 2 
Set B: .4 gm/cm2 Ag+ 7gm/cm2 Pb absorber bet',"!een ¥ -re..y counter amt oource; 
610 Kev r-ray counted. 
' YA 
I 
I 
l 
J 
l 
I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
l 
\ 
l 
l 
L 
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In both cases, \71 thin the 11m1 ts of error 1 the silver reduces 
the co1ncic1ence rate by the expected amount.. The cadmium reduces 
the coincidence rate only slightly 4esp~te its strong absorption 
of the satellite comoonent. '!be value of the X'-t coincidence 
.. 
rate per ¥, based. on the rec1uct1on of the total coincidence rate 
by the cadmium. after subtracting the effect_ on the K5 X-ra;y:s, is 
C- .. 07.:t ~2) io-3, One can therefore conclude that the aate11i1;e 
does not coincide w1 th either of the Y'-ra.ys. · 1bis eliminates the 
hypothesio that the 27 Kev line observed 1s a Y-rny which precedes 
or :follows a high ener:;::y ¥-r::s..y. 
ELECTRON - X-HAY COINCIDENCE MEASUREMF.i11I1S: To co~pl ete the 
proo:f Of the 11 double-hole 11 hypothes~s,, one I_nUSt show coinqiclences 
between the satellite line nnd one or both of the internal con-
. . 
version electrons. 'I-his determines the 11 fastu t"I'a.nsl1;1on, that 
is,, the transition which takes place before the hole 1n the K-
shell is filled by an electronic transition. The internal con-
version electron . from a 11 slovr" transi t1on should co 1no1de. \tJi th 
the normal ant1fi1ony X-rays. In the case where a.)l interngl con-
version takes place before the hole in the K-shell is filled, the 
x•-e1.ectro11 rate, should be equal to the X-~lectron rate if one 
1gno;:es the L-convers1on and assl_ltnes the name fluorescence yield 
for X' a.nd X. Therefore, the reduction of_ the X-ra.y-e~.ectron 
coincidences 1n 29 rng/cm2 Ag should be proportional to its ab-
sorption of. the X-rays. The 29 mg/cm2 Cd should reduce the 
co1ncidenoe rate releti vely more than 1 t reduces the tota.l number 
I 
I· 
I ~ 
-zi=! 
-,)'-'-
of X-1 .. ays sine~. the X1 -component contributes 50% of the coinclc1.ence 
ro.te e.nd only 30% of the total number of X-l'O.YS· In the case Of 
the 11 slow11 transition, the reduction of' the coino1dence rate by 
cadmium ·should be 1n propo1•tion to its absorption of antimony x~rays, 
.. which is .much less than its total i1bsorption of X-r<:!YS· A 70 
mg/cm2 Al absorber was used to eliminate the 225 Kev electron. All 
remaining electron effects ,,~rere attributed to the 610 Kev electron. 
A summary of the results of this experiment appear in Table VI. 
Table VI 
Absorber on Fraction of X-22r) KP-v 01, e~tron ~h10 Kev A1 entT'Oll 
X side X's absorbed 225 Kev electron 610 Kev electron 
0 0 <~.s ± .6) 
-· 
10-3 PLO .t. 7) 10-3 
29 mg/cm2 Cd 1/2 2.2±.6 3.s ± .6 
29 &ig/cm2 Ag 2/3 i. 7 t .6 2.0±.. .5 
From these data 1 t can be seen that 1:n the case of_ .X-rays 
coinciding with the higher enermr internal conve,rsion electrop, 
the cadmium reduced the coincidence rate_ only slightly despite· 
1 ts strong absorption of the sate111 te cornpommt._ . T'ne X'-electron 
6io/electron610 ratio is (-l:t 1) 10-3 •. The ea.tellite. therefore 
does not coincide with this internal conversion electron. T'ne 
higher energy tra~sit1on is not a 11 faat 11 one. In the case.of the 
coincidences involving X-rays and the lower energy lntern~l con-
version electron, the effect i.s d.ifferent. Here, vrithin limits 
of error, the cadmium reduces the coincidence rate by about the 
-----·----------------------
-~-· ·------ - -- - ----------::==-:'._._j 
------ - ----- -
r 
l 
I 
l 
1 
I 
I 
l 
I 
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same fraction as it reduces the X-ray intensity. Thie sho~s that 
the fast transl tlon takes place from the 225 Kev level. 
Another set of data was tnker1 to determine the number of 
X'-electron225 and X-e1eotron225 co1nc1dences per electron. The 
method used was the aame as in the earlier ex:per1ment except that 
the counting efficiency was larger. Longer counts were taken to 
reduce the statistical error. This experiment guve the follouinff 
results: the X'-e1ectron225/e1ectron225 _and. the X-electron225! 
electron225 _co1nc1denoe ratios were (2.19± .4) 10-3 an(l 
(2.9g ± .4) 10-3 respectively. The latter figure is the larger, 
probably due to the effect of the X-electron610 coincidences aince 
n fraction of the higher energy el eetrons ~.'1as also absorbed. in the 
70 mg/cm2 aluminum. 
· Now that 1 t ha.s been shown th?.t tho lower energy transit.ion 
1s the 11 fast 11 one, 1t ts interesting to compare the relative in-
tensities of the lm·rer o.rn:1 higher energy internal conversion 
electrons with the ratio of the x•-x ta X-X coinold.ence rates. 
per X. T'ne relative electron intensity est1matec1 "from the Hales 
and Jord?..n7 wprk is 3 to 1, which should. be comparer1 to the value 
or 2. 3 to 1 prev1ously o bta1.ned for the co 1nc1(1ence rate re.tio. 
Tho approximate equality· of the rRtios is consistent v.1. th the 
assumption that 1n the transition from the 225 Kev level there 
were ferr 1 if any, X-e-X trans1 tions observea. 
TRIPI~E COINCIDENCES: T'ne co1ncldences observed e11m1nste 
hypotheses 1 and 2a as given in the introduction. However, 
-~­
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hypotheses 2b anc1 3 are consistent, at lee.st qualitatively, with 
the observed. co1ncioences. These hypotheses would require the ex-
istence of other coincidences whloh would not be observed on the 
basis of the O tNenl am1 Scharff-Golaheber hypothesis. A quantita-
tive interpretation of the previous resu1ta also eliminates them. 
In case 2b, triple coincidences bet\'reen the 27 Kev line, the 
X from K-eleotron capture and the X resulting from the internal 
conversion transition from the 225 Kev level would. be observed· 
'l'his would mean 2X for every X1 • Since the abso~pt1on measure~ 
ments showecl that the ratio of X to X1 is a.bout 13 to 6, only 1 X 
out of i3 would. then be left over for all the other processes in-
volving the normal an1i1mony X-ray. This ia impossible since the 
other processes certainly involve f',;. greater fraction than this. 
In the accepted scheme, only X-electron-X and. electran-X 1-X co-
incidences would be observed. Triple co1nc1d.ence measurements 
were therefore performed. rfhe X-electron-X coincidence rate was 
founq ,~o .. be g.q61~ ±. 0.010 counts per minute. The X'-X-X coinc1d.ence 
rate was 0:002-±.. 0.009 counts per minute. If P.llY triple X-ray co-
~ . -
incidences occur, the observed rate in the arrangement used should 
have been about one half of the X-X-electron rate. One can 
therefore conclude that the satellite line observed 1s not a 27 
Kev ~-ra:y. 
The hypothesis that the satellite line is caus~c1 by the s1-
mul toneous em1as1on of' ti:m electrons from the K-shell by a new 
type of internal conversion, considered from a theoretical point 
of view by Sachs, 16 can be el1m1natec1 by the results of several 
I 
I 
! • 
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experiments. If' two electrons vrnre e~l ectea. simultaneously, one 
would observe triple coincidences between 2 normal antimony X-rays 
and one sn.telli te line. As was shovrn in the previous para.graph 
this does not occur. Such a process woula_ also lead to a con-
tinuous distribution of' the electron energies since the t170 
electrons would share the energy £?.va.llable. Halea a.na. Jorda1/ 
found tvro sharp lines v1hich they attributed_ to Te121 • The con-
M 124 Th t1nuoua spectrum they observe('l was attributed only to ob • 1 e 
electron-electron colnclclence rate per electron, g1 ven earlier· 1n 
this thesis as (-.1 t .15) 10-3, lna.ica.tes thP.t the simultaneous 
ejection of two electrons di<l not tDke place. 
l.EVgI. 5CHE.1\1E: A complete level scheme for the decay of. i:i.ie121 
into Sb121 by K-oleotron capture is shown in Fig. 11. This decay 
leads to two different excited states. Because of the absence of 
't-'t, electron-electron, ~ml eJ.ectron-Y coinc1{1enoes, one .can con-
clude that a 'trnns1 tion between these two states 1s highly for-
bidden. Coincidences between the lower energy internR.1 conver-
sion electron and the sate111 te inclloate th~ t the transl t1on from 
the 225 Kev level ia the 11 fast 11 one. Mo X'-610 Kev eleot!'9_n co-
1ncidenceB were observed, theref'ore the hole 1n the K-ahell is 
filled. before this internal conversion process talrns place. It 
is also possible that the tellurium isotope decays c11rect1y int.a 
the ground state, but this coulcl not be detected with the ex-
per1menta performed.. No positron emission vms detected. 
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VI ANAIXSIS AND DISCUSSION 
!I 
The assumption has been made that e. trnne1t1on from a. K 
(doubly ionizecl K-she11) to a Kl, atR.te of antimony vrill g1 ve a.n 
X-ray satellite whose energy le g-ree.ter than 26 .62 Kev, the K 
absorption edge of cadmium. Slater17 has obtainBd a general method 
for co.lculating the enorgy of an electronlc configura.t1on by tnldng 
the eum o'f' the energies of all electrons. rrhe energy of a. g1 ven 
transition is the energy difference bet7een the initial .and final 
conf:lr,urations. This method gi vr1s the energy of the I\c(
1 
satelli to 
as 26.87 Kov. A similar ca1cu1at1on on the K~ sato111te gives its 
1. 
energy as 26.52 Kev. These calculo.tions are only approximate. Th.e 
exp~rimental results show that the energy of both the K...i, and Ko('-
lines of. the observed sa1:e111 te are a.bovo 26 .62 Kev. If this •.vere 
... 
not ao, the rela~i vo lntensi ty of' satellite and. normal antimony 
X-rays vrouJ.d be. 9 to 10 instee.r1 of 6 to 13. That woU1f'1 mean that 
only 1/10 of the. normal X-ra.ya are left for co1nc1d.ences r1i th the 
tv10 'X-rays and· 1~11 th the 610 Kev internn.1 conversion electron. 
'I1his v1ou1d not be sufficient to o.ccount for the observerl co-
incidences. 
The K inte:rnal conYers1on coefficient for the 225 Kev tra.nsi- · 
t1on can be calculat;ed from the ratio of the number of transitions 
involving the internal conversion process to the total number of 
transitions from thnt 1evel. This ratio 1s equal to the ratio of 
the number of sr.i. tell 1 te X-ray a to the total number of X-rays as-
sociatec1 with this transition. The experimental ratio of X to X' 
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is 13 to 6. Since one Xis associated with each x•, only 7 can be 
associated with other processes. From the relative :lntensi ty of 
the internal conversion electrons observed by Hales and Jor<1an7 
one may est1ma.te the.t there a.re about two internal conversion 
processes lnvol vlng the 610 Kev t-re.y f'or each s1x involving the 
225 Kev 't-ray. Since the coind.denoe experiments shoi;; that every 
610 Kev internal conversion electron 1o associated w1 th two normal 
o.nt1mony X-rays, approxiln3.tely 4 of the remaining 7 X result from 
this transition~ This leaves about 3 to coincide with the Y-r~s. 
Since the 1ntensi ties of both t-rays a.re approximately equal, 
a.bout 2 ,5 X can be a.ssoc1ated vrl th the 225 Kev ?ray, assuming 
that there are no appreciable number of X-X-electr-on coincidences 
and that 1;he IC-electron decay rarely leacl directly to the ground 
state. The 1nterne1 o::>nversion coefficient is thus approximately 
given by: 
No. of' X' 6 .. o.s 
No. of X,+ No. of X' 6 + 1.5 
Becauee of the high probab111 ty of the emission of' the satellite, 
even large errors in the detcrmlna tion of the numbe1-- of ){-rays . 
involved ln the other processes considered would mean only am.E>.11 
changes in the internal conversion coefficient. 
Tne 1t;ret1me for i-em1ss1on of the 225 Kev ata.:te can be <.ie-
term1.ned 1n terms of the time required to fill a. hole in the 
K-shell • Accord1Bg to the cla.ssical theory of ra.<lia ti on probability, 
the breadth of a line emitted in an el ectron1c transi tlon 1a1g 
lhr r = 1 • 17 x l o-1~ Ao 
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where r , the classical electronic rac11us, _is eauaJ. to o2/mc2 • 
0 
A i71dth of the antimony' X-ray of aoout 7 ev wouJ.a follow. From 
this value the mean time during which a. hole in the K-shell pe~ 
sists ls eiven by the uncertainty principle aa approximately 
io-16 sec.. T'ne e).-perimental vrioth of K<><- X-rays 1n_ the antimony 
6 
region is 12 ev. I:r one e.ssumes that the probability for in-
ternal conversion la t;'flce as large when the K-ohell is not ionized 
a.s 1 t is when one K-electron 1s m1oeing, one can estimate from 
the experimentit:.1 intensity of the X' component that the mean life-
time for the 225 Kev state is less than 2 :<: io-17 sec, based on 
a. value of 10-l6 sec for the lifetime of the tthole in the IC-shell". 
There are then two anomalies in_ the behavior of the 225 Kev 
4 transition. 1) Its lifetime is approximately 10 shorter than 
that of the excited ata.1;es of 1'h c• and Ra C', of 3 to 6 times 
higher ene!'t1Y, whose lifetime has been aalcule.tod. 3 The internal 
conversion coefficient is about 100 time~ larger than one would 
normally expect for a. dipole transition of this energy in an atom 
of charge Z = 51. 2 
The cnlcu1at1on of the lifetime has been mad.e for only tv10 of 
the 12 e:<ci ted ste.tes of Ho. C'. The ~ho1ce of these two states 
appea.rs to be biased in favor of the long lived t-statftS where 
long rnngeo(~em~~s1on is more prominent.3 A fUrther 1nveotigation 
- . . . . 
of the .data. on long rangeO\-particles reveS:lS that a lifetime 
about 10
1
1.- times smaller than the shortest 11f e1iime previously 
calculated 1s possible for some of the hle;he~ levels of Ra. C'. 
The mean 11ff~t1me for a dipole transi t1on from state n to 
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state m, 1s given by the formula.2 
L = 7.hc3 
64ii'·v3 
1 = ,1-j)~.g 
( ex ) 2nm JJ 3 ( . ) 2 
ex nm 
where ( ex)nm represents the m:-i.tri:x element of the e1ectr1 c d1pol e 
moment ausocia ted w1 th the transl tion. I-:r one substitutes for 
}) the V;B.lUe of' the frequency corresponding to 225 Kev e.na_ for e 
the charge on the proton, anrJ if x 1e set equal to the approximate 
value of the re.dius of' the antimony nucleus, 6.5 x 10-3cm, then 
one finds for the mean lifetime of this t-tra.ns1t1on 
~ = s~-.s 
(5.47x1019 )3 (l1 .• sox10-10 >2 (6.5x10-13) 2 
Ta.king into account the fact that the exper•imentn.1 internal con-
version coefficient is O.S, one obtains for the l-trane1t1on an 
-16 ,/ 
experimental mean lifetime less than 10 sec. This G -trans1 t1on 
appears to be at least 50 times faster than expected for a dipole 
with the charge of a proton and nuclear dimensions. A higher ef-
fective charge of the diJ>.ole is possible but a value or 7 attch 
charges \70uld appear rt:-i.ther high. 
A high internal conversion coefficient is usually a.esocinted 
with a :forbid.den trnns1t1on and a long lifetime. Here it is as-
sociated vr1th a very short-lived exclted state. Further ex-
pcriments, in \"lhich en attempt to r1eteot reeononce absorption of 
this 11 fast" transition in antimony led to negative results, sug-
gest the posaih11.1 ty tha.t the anomalous behavior of thi a exei ted 
-- - ..... .... ... . ~ . . 
-1t7-
state is connected with the absence of a K-electron while the 
transition takes plece •15 
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VII SUMr:Jffu 
'l'e121 (125 days) decays by K-electron capture into Sb121 • 
The X-rays from the tellurium tsotope had been 1nveat1gate(l by 
1 0 '1Jenl ancl Scharff-Go1(1h£l.ber- v1hose measurements _in the er! t1ca.1 
absorption region revealea. the presence of norm.al antimony X-re.yo 
and, in addition, other X-rays of higher energy. The latter they 
I 
attributed to a Kc< aatclll te which arises from a transition from 
an L into a c1oubly ionized K-shell. 
Abaorption in lead, silver and. t,.n of the radiation from the 
exc1 ted antimony qhows the exlotence of two 6'.:.rays whose energies 
are 225:: 10 and 610 2 10 Kev respectively. These values are in 
good agreement vri th those of Ha1es and Jordan7 1 who determ1nec1 the 
energies of the internal conversion elect;rone corresponding to 
these tra.ns1 t1ono. The absence of Y-k' 1 ¥-electron and electron-
121 
electron coincidences indicates that Sb is formed in two ex-
c1 tecl. states of' 225 and 610 Kev. The transition from the upper to 
the lower axc1 ted level 1e etronr;ly forb1drlen. A search we.s ma.de 
for other ~-rays of energy'greater than 10 K~v e.nd less than 1 Mev 
with negative rosul ts. No ev1<1.ence for pos1 tron emission could be 
i'ound. 
T'ne 1nterp_retat1on Of the highel"' energy X-r~y g1ven by o•Neal 
a.na Schurf'f-Goldhabor has been confirmed in various ways, and a 
nm::ber of al terna.ti ve explana t.ions excluded... These experiments 
reo_uf1~erl the mea.surernent of coincidences of types which had 
previously not been studied, X-X, X-electron P.nd X-X-eleotron. 
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'l'he 1ntens1 ty of the K eate111to ls found to b(3 about 30~1' of 
the total Ko< 1ntens1 ty. The satellite is emitted in coinc1d.enoe 
Y-J1 th the normnl Kc\ X-rs.y of antimony anft with the 225 Kev internal 
conversion electron. It is not emitted in coincidence with either 
t'-tra.nsit1on or w1 th the 610 Kev internal conversion electron. It 
is shown that the 27 l<uv raa.1ation is nel ther a rre Ko< X-ray arising 
from an isomeric tranni tlon nor a X-ray,. The poss1b111 ty that the 
doubly ionized K-she11 arisen from the simultaneous ejection of' 
both K-electrons by. a. hitherto unobserved. type of internal con-
version 1s also excluded. 
From the intensity of the X-ray satellite n.nd the known time 
for VThlch a hole in the K-shell persists, Ce.pproxima tely io-16 
sec) one may conclude that the 11fetime of the 225 Kev state, la 
less than 2 x io-17 sec. For such a fast tr::.ns1t1on one might 
expect s~rong resom:mcc absorpt:lon of the t-rE:cys in antimony, but 
a. caref'ul see.rch revealed none •15 The internul convers1ori co-
efficient of the 11 fast 11 trasrni tion 1s found. to be unui::;ually high, 
approximately O.t1, though one K-electron la m1sn1ng. The pro-
perties of this exci te<l state are therefore rather anornaloµs a.nu 
may be connected wi1;h the fnct that the trn.nol tion ta1i::es place 
while one K-elcctron is missing. 
Since only normal ent;lrnony X-rays coinchle vri th the higher 
m1ergy interl_'.l_al conversion electron, the mean lifetime for the 
. . -~ 
610 Kev 1evel is greater than 5 x 10 sec. 
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